
ST718 Hooded Sweat
350 g/m², Isoli

 

Quality: 65% combed cotton / 35% polyester

Oxford Gray: 74% combed cotton / 11% polyester / 15% viscose

Weight: 350 g / m²

Isoli with brushed inside

Box: 20 pcs., Package: 5 pcs.

ST718 Hooded Sweat is our bestselling sweatshirt, it is a classic in good quality. We offer it in many colors

and sizes; therefore you will experience that it fits most people.

If you want to give the sweatshirt your unique look, we can recommend both print and embroidery, it is

suitable for both. You can read more about the various processing options under the menu Brand Yourself.



ST718 Hooded Sweat with kangaroo pocket is in a heavy isoli with a brush inside, to make the sweatshirt

extra soft.
 

Sleeves and bottom are finished with a wide 2x2 rib with elastane.

The hood is in a double layer of fabric, the drawstring holes are in metal and the drawstring is finished with a

metal end which is open at the bottom.

Cord in a different color
 

You can choose to replace the drawstring with a different color or type of string. You can choose from 3

different types of drawstrings ST116 Sweatstring, ST123 Sweatstring Round or ST122 Sweatstring striped.

Drawstrings in child sizes
 

According to the standard DS EN 14682, there must be no tie straps and cords in children's clothing in the

head and neck area. That's why we have taken the strings out of ST718 Hooded sweat in children's sizes. In a

period, there will still be metal eyelets in the hood, but all new arrivals will be without eyelets and

drawstrings in children sizes.

The sweatshirt has only a small size label on the left side of the neck. In the left side seam is a small label

with the product name and washing instructions. We call it BRAND YOURSELF, ALL PRODUCTS WITHOUT

LABEL.

Available colors

Some colors are also available in extra sizes. See the circles for the availability.
1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4XL

         

         

    

White Black Oxford Grey Ash Sky Blue Swedish Blue Blue Navy Petroleum Bottle Green

New Army Sand Yellow Orange Danish Red Red Rose Lavender Burgundy

Light
Turquoise

Dark Navy Lime Army Violet




